




























Analysis of Architectural Intent and Development of Project
Brief Provided Consideration Comments
Ground Floor
Multipurpose Hall for sports, 
events and temporary staging 
of shows/concert. Include 
storage and large opening to 
the east. 

775m² Multipurpose Hall accommodating 3 
badminton courts with 1.4m perimeter walking 
space around. 2 by storage rooms flank the 
barn like door opening to the east for the site 
which will will accommodate a temporary stage 
or provide a link to the outside during local 
market events.

Badminton courts measure 6.1 x 13.4m withaddition run off area, Metric 
Handbook. 2 by 15m² storage rooms will need to be appropriately fire rated, 60 
minutes. With a potential occupancy of approx. 250 persons the Hall requires a 
minimum of 3 escape fire door at a minimum clear width of 1400mm. The Hall will 
act a separate fire compartment to the rest of the building, TGD Part B. The Hall 
should be ventilation through natural means using controlled window openings 
and roof vents. Low energy heating should be consider using radiant heaters or 
underfloor heating. Provide natural lighting through roof lights and high level 
perimeter window the the north and south walls, consider solar shading to the 
south to reduce glare. During nighttime hours low energy LED high bay directional 
fitting should be considered. An arch or curtain system to provide a backdrop for 
stage events is desirable. Acoustics will be managed using specific wall panels, 
flooring and ceiling diffusers.

The Hall area increased significantly to 
accommodate the required activities.

Toilet and Changing Facilities Female and male changing/showering/wc 
facilities have been provided off the main 
corridor linking the Hall to the Central Atrium. 
Seperate male and female ambulant/disabled 
wc and showering facilities have also been 
provided.

Sanitary provision as per the Metric Handbook. Sizes and layouts of ambulant 
and disabled facilities as per TGD Part M. Access to each block must be via 
vented lobbies. WC flush capacity and other facility appliances as per TGD Part 
G. This entire block acts a fire compartment in it's own right. As the main corridor 
is a 60 minute fire rated protected corridor the access lobby construction and 
doors should be of 30 minute fire rating, TDG Part B. Heat recovery and 
controlled ventilation via heat pump. Low energy lighting fitted into acoustic 
suspended ceiling tiles. Services via fire rated vertical services ducts.

In order to accommodate the required amount 
of changing facilities this area increased 
significantly for the original plan.

Central Atrium 157m² glazed Central Atrium providing a focal 
point as well as an access link to the various 
activity opportunities offered by the centre. A 
reception desk and cafe area provided on the 
ground floor. First floor cantilevered walkways 
with connecting bridge spanning from east to 
west.

As the external envelope is glazed, controlling solar overheating, glare and 
balancing day and night light levels is importance for occupance comfort. External 
solar shades or louvres modules attached to the curtain walling system will help. 
Low energy LED fitting and feature lights where required. The Atrium will act as a 
natural ventilation flue extracting stale air from adjacent rooms. Smoke extraction 
and fire curtains maybe required to prevent the spread of fire and smoke. The 
cantilevered first floor walkways and bridge will need careful consideration as will 
the cafe preparation area.  

This area is as was envisaged.

Vertical Access and Stairways A stairway and lift have been provide beside 
the entrance/north eastern end of the Atrium. 
A separate stairways to the south west of the 
Atrium was added.

The stairs and handrails comply with TGD Parts B, M & K and provide ambulant 
access to the first and second floor. The small lift which is not a means of escape 
as the public operable areas on the first floor are below the threshold to provide a 
larger lift. Emergency lighting and smoke ventilation as per Part B. 

Only one stairs was initially proposed but TGD 
Part B required the addition of a second 
means of escape to comply with travel 
distances.

3 by Meeting Rooms 3 by Meeting Rooms have been provided on 
the Ground Floor accessible for the Central 
Atrium. Room 1.1 @ 25m² include a 
kitchenette. Room 1.2 @ 37m². Room/office 
1.3 @ 13m².

As the partition walls dividing these rooms are non-load bearing they is 
opportunity to amalgamate two or more rooms into one larger area. As the room 
exit into the Atrium which acts as the fire escape route 60 minutes walls and door 
must be provided. The kitchenette will require additional fire equipment, ie. fire 
blanket, extinguisher. TGD Part B. Consider accessibility at and around the 
kitchenette under TGD Part M as well as door openings and vision panels. 
Ventilation through natural extraction via windows and stack ventilation into the 
Atrium. Heating via underfloor heating are low energy heat recovery wall 
cassettes units. Acoustics to accommodate a wide variation of activities by 
carpeting floor, absorbing ceiling tiles and wall insulation. Light via windows in 
external wall and Atrium wall and low energy LED fittings. Services via suspended 
ceiling and wall service cavities.

These room exceed the desired areas.



First Floor
Gallery / Viewing Rooms 2 by Hall Viewing /Gallery Rooms can double 

up as larger activity rooms for yoga, aerobics 
and toddler groups. Room 2.4 @ 55.6m² and 
room 2.5 @ 56.6m² are divided be a load 
bearing wall.

As the partition wall dividing these rooms is load bearing they is limited 
opportunity to amalgamate into one larger area. As the room exit onto the 
cantilevered Atrium walkway which acts as the fire escape route 60 minutes walls 
and doors must be provided. Glazing to provide viewing into the Hall will need to 
be fire rated to 60 minute TGD Part B. Consider accessibility under TGD Part M 
for door openings and vision panels. Ventilation through natural extraction into the 
Atrium. Heating via heat recovery wall cassettes units. Acoustics to accommodate 
a wide variation of activities by carpeting floor, absorbing ceiling tiles and wall 
insulation. Light via windows in Atrium and Hall walls and low energy LED fittings. 
Services via suspended ceiling and wall service cavities.

As no First Floor Plan was provided these 
rooms provide adequate viewing and activity 
accommodation. Temporary tiered seating 
could be considered.

Toilet Facilities Female and male wc facilities have been 
provided off the First Floor walkway. A 
separate male and female ambulant/disabled 
wc

Sanitary provision as per the Metric Handbook matrix. Sizes and layouts of 
ambulant and disabled facilities as per TGD Part M. Access via vented lobby. WC 
flush capacity and other facility appliances as per TGD Part G. As the lobby exits 
into a seperate fire compartment a 60 minute fire rated door should be provided. 
The lobby itself and door off it should be of 30 minute fire rating, TDG Part B. 
Heat recovery and controlled ventilation via heat pump. Low energy lighting fitted 
into acoustic suspended ceiling tiles. Services via fire rated vertical services 
ducts.

As no First Floor Plan was provided these 
sanitary facilities are adequate for the activities 
on the first floor. 

3 by Meeting Rooms 3 by Meeting Rooms have been provided on 
the First Floor accessible for the Atrium 
walkway. Room 2.1 @ 25m² include a 
kitchenette. Room 2.2 @ 43.4m². Room/office 
2.3 @ 13m².

As the partition walls dividing these rooms are non-load bearing they is 
opportunity to amalgamate two or more rooms into one larger area. As the rooms 
exit onto the Atrium walkway which acts as the fire escape route 60 minutes walls 
and doors must be provided. The kitchenette in room 2.1 will require additional 
fire equipment, ie. fire blanket, extinguisher. TGD Part B. Consider accessibility at 
and around the kitchenette under TGD Part M as well as door openings and 
vision panels. Ventilation through natural extraction via windows and stack 
ventilation into the Atrium. Heating via low energy heat recovery wall cassettes 
units. Acoustics to accommodate a wide variation of activities by carpeting floor, 
absorbing ceiling tiles and wall insulation. Light via windows in external wall and 
Atrium wall and low energy LED fittings. Services via suspended ceiling and wall 
service cavities.

These room exceed the desired areas.

Second Floor
Plant and Storage Rooms Plant Room 3.1 @ 98.2m² and 3.2 @ 41.3m² Accommodation of heat recovery, ventilation and water storage plant will require 

these rooms to be acoustically insulated to provide noise and vibration transfer to 
nearby accommodate rooms. 60 minute fire rated walls and door as well as fire 
and smoke seals around rising ducts and pipes. Access via 60 minute fire rated 
corridor. Light provided by low energy LED fittings.

These plant / storage rooms are more than 
adequate to house the  required equipment to 
service this building and is separated for the 
majority of accommodation rooms to avoid 
noise interference. 

Site



Parking, playground, allotment 
and green houses, outdoor 
performance and seating area, 
grassed areas and paved 
perimeter walking trail with 
seating and water features.

Car, bike and disabled parking should be provided as per the Dublin City Council 
local development plan and TGD Part M for sizes. Playground equipment by 
specialist with rubberised ground surfaces in areas where trips and slip are a risk. 
Allotment and associated green houses design be landscaping specialist with 
focus of cultivation and soil makeup. Irrigation to be sourced from rain water 
harvesting collected in covered storage tanks adjacent to build. Pergola type 
cover over outdoor performance area with paving and stepped seating to create 
an auditorium type surround. Paved walking trial surface to be selected with 
random seating, picnic and water features throughout the remaining landscapes 
site.

Building Envelope
A mix of glazing, timber and 
rainscreen. The south facing 
elevation incorporated a living 
green wall

Regard will have to be given to the living wall irrigation, solar shading on the 
Atrium and long term maintenance of any natural timber cladding.  

Sustainability Measures
The architect intent was to 
create an environmentally 
conscious and energy efficent 
building

PV roof mounted panels, rain water haresting, 
nZEB or better building design and 
construction, low embodied carbon 
construction methods and materials, low 
energy lighting and heat recovery systems and 
natural ventilation where possible.














































































































































































